In this paper certain criteria for reduced pairs of bounded closed convex set are presented. Some examples of reduced and not reduced pairs are enclosed. 
Let X = (X, τ ) be a topological vector space over the field R. Since A + B is not always closed [4] , [9] we define A
· + B = A + B for A, B ∈ B(X).
It was showed in [9] . It should be mentioned that the space K(X)/ ∼ , K(X) = {A ∈ B(X) | A is compact}, plays important role in quasidifferential calculus [2] .
The set A ∈ B(X) is called a polytope if A is convex hull of a finite set. If A, B ∈ B(X) then A ∨ B is the convex hull of A ∪ B.
It was proved in [6] 
Let us notice that every reduced pair is minimal. Every minimal pair is reduced in X = R (see, [6] ).
Let 
Then, by virtue of the formula of the addition of faces, we have
According to the assumption,
Then there exists an interval I and a triangle T such that length of I is not greater than both lengths of H f A and H f B, and (A∨B, B) is also reduced.
, and we have
A · + D · + F · + D = A · + B · + D = C · + E · + B · + D = E · + B · + C · + D.Hence A · + F · + D = B · + E · + C . From the assumption, it follows that E · + C = A · + M and F · + D = B · + M for some M ∈ B(X). Then E · + C = C · + E · + M and F · + D = D · + F · + M. Hence C = C · + M and D = D · + M.
Proposition 2. Let A, B ∈ B(X). If the pair (A∨B, A+B) is reduced then
Proof . Since (A ∨ B, A + B) = (A ∨ B, B) + ({0}, A) then applying Proposition 1 we obtain our Proposition.
Let A, B ∈ B(X). We call the pair (A, B) (A ∩ B, A ∪ B) is reduced.
Theorem 3. The convex pair (A, B) ∈ B 2 (X) is convexly reduced if and only if

Proof . ⇒) Let the pair (A, B) be convexly reduced and (F, G) ∈ [A ∩ B, A ∪ B].
From [4] , [10] it follows that there exists If (A ∨ B, B) is a reduced pair then the pair (A, B) is reduced.
Theorem 4. Let A, B ∈ B(X).
Since the pair (A ∨ B, B 
